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Gregg Braden investigates what it would mean to discover an ancient language - a literal message hidden within the DNA of life itself, and shows what was once believed of our past is about to
change.
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I purchased the God Code after being impressed with Mr Braden's Awakening to Zero Point
material. Even though I thoroughly enjoy anything that attempts to combine spiritualism and
science, it took me a while to absorb the true messages beneath his words.Quantum science
proves we are energy based beings; our carbon based bodies beyond molecules, are waves of
energy that when we "look" form particles. The idea that the vibration of the chemical composition of
our cells translates to "God/Eternal Within the Body" in Hebrew, Sanskrit, and its been suggested
even Arabic, is truely an amazing feat of genetic engineering so to speak.The idea that this is an
accident - is just fallacy. There is definitely a universal intelligence behind our design, and the way
Braden presents this information is admirable, at a time when Unity is a matter of strategic
importance. Quantum science shows that unity strengthens the field, disunity weakens it.The
overiding message I get from this book is that all life is precious, because we all have a vibration
that comes from the same source. I recommend this book highly, and it makes a useful complement
with Dr. Bruce Lipton's Biology of Belief.If ever there was a justification for treating your neighbour
with the same integrity and respect as you would yourself, this certainly adds to it. The only minor

qualification I would make is that if you're a non-scientist, it might take a while for the pieces to fit
together. I was lucky in that I was able to attend one of Mr Braden's seminars, so I had a head start
in terms of understanding the overall gist of the information.

I was offered this book by someone who was breathless in her excitement for it. She is also a
psychic who claims to "never be wrong" (yet in her psychic physiological assessment of my
wellbeing entirely missed my chronic lower-back issues...despite my limping in and out of the
session).I bought it, read the introduction, then read 80 pages of it before placing it carefully in my
bedroom garbage can.In the introduction he put us on notice that, while he certainly WOULD have
submitted his work to the established peer-reviewed journals, he felt his work was too important to
be slowed down by their sluggish processes. Why, he even knows of someone whose work took
eight years to get past peer-review! He derides this issue of "delay" as a critique of the peer-review
process, rather than exactly it's added value. Peer-review without "delay" (i.e., sober, thoughtful
analysis of claims, evidence, argument and conclusions) is called "rubber stamping." So he says still in the Introduction - that he's opted here to bypass peer review for this middle-road: that is, his
book is a popular version of what surely WOULD have passed muster had it been peer-reviewed. It
brings us peer-reviewed quality without the exasperating hassle of being peer-reviewed.With this
assertion, he leaves his scientific credibility wounded, unconscious and face-down in the bathtub.
It's not dead yet, but we better see some heroic measures in the next few pages.I think it was on
page 11 that he makes a mathematical so simple, so easily spotted and corrected, that it grinds
against my bones. He miscalculates how many miles are in a light year. It's middle-school math. It
goes like this. Light travels 186,292 miles per second.
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